River discharge, in addition to being potentially influenced by anthropogenic climate change, 156 may be affected by direct human intervention, due to water resource management (dams), 157 water withdrawal (e.g. irrigation, industrial or domestic uses), changes in land use that impact 158 evapotranspiration, and others. In terms of climate change detection attribution, these direct 159 influences may be regarded as "confounding factors", as they may cause a substantial trend 160 without any climate change. Detailed estimation of such direct perturbations is very 161 challenging and no global discharge data base of "naturalized streamflows" is currently 162 available. However, several studies addressed the issue of quantifying these direct 163 anthropogenic influences at the global scale, and suggested that they had minor impact on 164 multi-year trends. 
II.2.a The Temporal Optimal Detection method 223
Detection is the process of demonstrating that an observed change is significantly different (in 224 a statistical sense) that cannot be explained by natural internal variability. The statistical 225 method used for detection is the Temporal Optimal Detection method [Ribes et al., 2010] . We 226 review the main concepts here but refer to Ribes et al. [2010] for full details about the 227 method. The TOD method is based on a linear model: 228
(1) 229 where Y(s,t) denotes the observed streamflow at location s and time t, a(s) is the 230 climatological mean, b(s) and x(t) are respectively the spatial and temporal patterns of change, 231 and ε(s,t) denotes the internal variability. TOD basically assumes that the temporal pattern of 232 change is known while the spatial pattern is not. This is a substantial difference from other 233 methods, such as optimal fingerprinting, in which the full spatio-temporal pattern of change is 234 assumed to be known (up to a scaling factor, e.g. Hasselmann, [1993] ). This assumption 235 makes the TOD method particularly suitable here, because the spatial pattern of changes in 236 global runoff is still under debate and somewhat model-dependent (see Section 3.2). 237
Regarding internal variability, the TOD method assumes that ε has a red noise structure (or 238 autoregressive process of order 1, AR1, see e.g. Brockwell and Davis 1991). The red noise 239 structure means that the random term ε(s,t) satisfies: 240
241 where η(s,t) is a white noise in time, i.e. η(s,t) is independent from η(s,t-1). This assumption 242 also means that, e.g., the autocorrelation function decreases exponentially, with no long-range 243 memory effect. An AR1 process is then described by a single parameter, α (see Eq.2), which 244 is the one-year lag autocorrelation of ε. Note that in many statistical tests, residuals ε are 245 assumed to be white noise (which corresponds here to α=0), which makes the detection 246 easier. 247 Given Y(s,t), x(t) and α, the inputs, the TOD method provides an estimate of the trend at each 248 location a(s). Based on this estimate, TOD performs a statistical test of the null-hypothesis"a=0", and so returns a single P-value describing how significantly observations have 250 changed. 251 252
II.2.b. Application to global runoff data 253 254
Here we discuss the choice of the parameters x(t) and α, and the extent to which global 255 discharges satisfy the assumptions behind the TOD method. 256
While assumed to be known, the temporal pattern of change x(t) is commonly evaluated from 257 simulations. In order to base our study on a very simple temporal pattern that is not model- Finally, an important feature of the method with respect to our study is that it performs a 293 multivariate diagnosis; i.e., it provide one single statistical diagnosis based on regional 294 (continental-scale) streamflow. In particular, a change that generates increases or decreases in 295 runoff depending on the region would be captured by this method. The TOD method as 296 implemented here may then be regarded as a strategy for testing trend significance that allows 297 the change to be spatially non-uniform and takes into account a non-white internal variability. In the same way, TOD is applied over the 687 river basins and over the same period (1958-344 2004) . Figure 3b shows a significant change in reconstructed runoff since 2000 at the 95% 345 significance level for α=0 and, to a lesser extent, for α =0.2. For α=0.2, the P-value remains 346 below but close to the significance level of 5%. For α=0.3, no changes are found. Here, weconclude that a change is detected, because detection does occur with a medium value of α. 348
This result is not very robust, however, as detection no longer holds with a more conservative 349 choice of α. Taking into account new rivers (687 rather than 161) and/or reconstructed rather 350 than observed streamflow then seems to impact the results. However, the distribution and 351 intensity of the relative discharge anomaly are not notably affected (Figure 3b) . Africa is still 352 the only region that exhibits a significant (negative) runoff trend. 
